
*SOLIDARITY HAS NO BORDERS!*

Invitation: Networkmeeting for supporters, no border kitchens, activists and 
individuals who support or have supported refugees along the balkan route*

13. - 14.th of february 2016 // OM10 // Göttingen

We would like to invite you supporters on the balkan route to come together, 
tell your stories and experiences, reflect on what happened the last months, 
what refugees achieved, what we were able to do, how politics reacted, what 
changed... At the same time we would like to use the opportunity to connect in a
better way and to exchange informations.
And we invite you (maybe also through "Inputs" from activists) to think about 
how and what we can do in the future to keep supporting people, to overcome 
borders. For example: political action, no border camps/tours, mobile kitchens, 
safe spaces for refugees, squats, emergency phones, car-konvois, active help for
refugees on their way, info-networks for activists and refugees, an 
international balkan-route-conference in spring, "Self-Care", ....

Let's create a networt of solidarity and tear down all the borders!!!
solidarity has no borders!

When and where?
13.- 14. Februar 2016
OM10 (Obere-Masch-Straße 10)
Göttingen

Timeline:
Friday:
You can already come to Göttingen on Friday

Saturday:
Start at 10.00 pm
reflection, talking about out experiences
first ideas about "how to go on"
inputs/working groups (about networking, actions, direct support for refugees, 
longlasting support structures, contents, inputs by short presentation of 
"projects" like macedonia-support, bordermonitoring, squat/shelters, jugend 
rettet, no border camps, watch the med alarm phone,...)
evening together

Sunday:
start at 10.00 am
building common perspectives, plans
big plenary
end around afternoon

Other possible topics:
- dealing with (closed) borders, the new restrictive laws against
refugees and the attempts of authorities to divide refugees into „good“
and „bad“
- refugee self-organization, the situation and struggles at the
EU-borders and the positive achievements of the Refugee Struggle so far
- the situation, demands and struggles of women refugees and migrants
- deportations and mistreatment of refugees
- „living“ conditions in the refugee camps
- squats and communities for people to gather in solidarity
- active support (also for illegalized people)
- reports from other meetings and conferences
- informations about the situation in the destination and transit
countries to refugees
- criminalization of active support of illegalized people and reaction
- Perspective of our common activism and organisation --> idea: bigger
open source plattform to upload reports, updates, information and



exchange --> how to get ourselves better connected to each other?
- discuss idea of a following balkan conference --> closer & sustainable
network between activists among all balkan countries
- self care & sustainability of NoBorder activism (out of action...)
- evtl. invitation of people with experiences: e.g. _Fluchthelfer.in_or
from _balkanroute.bordermonitoring_
- the increasing racist attacks and possible reactions on the formation
of racist vigilant groups
- racism against Muslims and Roma/Sinti
- ...its up to you!

Orga:
We ask groups and networks - because of limited space in OM10 and because of 
better working atmosphere - for - when possible – collecting ideas already 
before the meeting and sending delegated people to the conference. single 
persons are of course also very welcome! 
There will be delicious food for everbody.
Please write to *openborders@riseup.net *before, so we know how many people will
come. also tell us if you need sleeping places or something else. thank you!

You will find more infos *in the next days at: 
openborder.noblogs.org
contact email: openborders@riseup.net

We are looking forward to meet you!
solidarity has no borders!
No border Activists, January 2016

mailto:openborders@riseup.net*

